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The inefficient distribution of bugs to developers is increasing the cost of software
development and maintenance. In efforts to tackle this issue, various studies have been
carried out to recommend suitable developers for specific bugs. These studies often leverage similarity between bug reports; for example, if a developer addressed a bug report
similar to a newly incoming report, that developer can be suitable to fix the bug described in the new report. However, the existing studies have resulted in imbalanced distribution  a large number of bugs can be concentrated in a small number of developers.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to achieve a cost-aware distribution of bug
reports to support workload balancing. Our approach is composed of two phases. First, a
set of similar report groups composed of strongly related bugs is generated based on their
similarity and dependency. Clusters are then created by grouping the similar report
groups so that each cluster can have similar cost (i.e., minimizing its standard deviation).
Our approach leverages a genetic algorithm to find a near-optimal distribution of bug
reports because it is an NP-hard problem. The experiments with 1,047 bug reports collected from Mozilla’s Firefox were conducted to evaluate our approach. The results
showed that our approach effectively provides an appropriate solution to achieve a costbalanced distribution of bug reports. In addition, we carried out a user study targeting 30
developers from 15 companies to figure out the usefulness and effectiveness of our approach. Among the participants, 67% answered that our approach is useful for triaging
their bugs to developers. This shows the possibility for use in cases of managing or triaging bugs from the project manager’s perspective.
Keywords: bug report, mining software repositories, bug triage, genetic algorithm, assignment optimization

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of bugs in software projects is increasing, and they are overwhelming
developers and maintainers. According to Shokripour’s research [1], more than 300 new
bugs are added to the Mozilla project per day. It is thus becoming harder for bug triagers
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to distribute the bug reports to developers properly and in a cost-effective manner. To
support the maintenance process, ITS (Issue Tracking System) is used to manage bugs
effectively [2]. However, with regard to the issue of the distribution bugs, ITS accompanies problems from the perspective of workload balancing and the manual triaging process.
One of a bug triager’s important tasks is to assign bugs to appropriate developers.
When a new bug is reported, the triager checks if it is a duplicate bug with previously
reported bugs. It is then validated in terms of whether it contains wrong information or it
is reproducible. Finally, the bug is assigned to a developer who is considered the most
qualified handler for it. However, this process is tedious and can increase the cost of fixing bugs because triagers should manually deal with the reports [3].
Researchers thus have proposed various methods to find the most suitable developers to fix given bugs, based on bug assignment histories collected from ITS [1, 4-7]. For
example, Cubranic and Murphy [4] proposed suitable developers recommendation approach utilizing history information how those developers handled similar bug reports.
They achieved 30% accuracy on the Firefox project by recommending 5 developers.
However, most of researchers focused on the issue of finding a suitable developer for a
specific bug, not considering the overall cost of tackling the bug reports or a balanced
distribution from the assigner’s perspective.
This could delay the project schedule and eventually increase the overall development cost. Developers who newly join a project are rarely assigned to fix bugs because
they have no history data in the repositories. Furthermore, the estimated cost simply
based on history data is not precise. Notably, the precision of semi-automated triaging [1]
decreased to 50% in a case in which only one developer was recommended. Pack et al.
focused on reducing the cost rather than increasing the precision of triaging [8]. However,
they only used the developer’s bug-holding time as their cost, which could include bugtossing [3] time or doing-nothing time as well.
We thus analyzed developer’s workload assuming that often a large proportion of
bugs are assigned to a small number of specific developers. We extracted all bug reports
of the Firefox project, and then compared the ratio of bugs that were being fixed by active developers (which are the top 10% of developers when sorting them according to the
number of reports assigned). The results showed that more than 50% of the bugs were
assigned to the top 10% of the active developers on average. For the worst case, more
than 80% of the bugs were assigned to the top 10% of active developers. Finally, we realized that there is an imbalanced distribution of bug reports.
In this paper, we propose a GA-based approach to achieve a cost-aware optimal distribution of bugs to support cost-balanced triaging. We defined the repository schema for
the bug reports, and then implemented a set of tools to extract, analyze, and generate
clusters of bugs for a given number of developers. The clustering process is composed of
two phases. The first phase is generating similar report groups (SRGs) that are composed
of strongly related bugs that are considered to have high similarity or dependency. Thus,
they are not split into different groups in the next phase of clustering. The second phase
is to generate clusters based on the total costs of the SRGs. In this phase, the standard
deviation of the cluster’s cost is used as a fitness of our optimization process.
In short, our approach entails finding a near-optimal distribution of the given bugs,
which the distribution enables a cost-balanced assignment from the manager’s point of
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view. Our method is thus effective when assigning a massive number of bugs to a development team in a cost-balanced manner.
Additionally, our method does not depend on the history data of the repositories,
which also differentiates it from previous approaches that use such data for cost estimation [8, 9]. Thus, our approach can be applied for any given set of bug reports. Based on
the document readability [10], we also defined a reading cost metric to calculate the
reading cost of the bugs. The cost metric can be easily enhanced without changing the
framework of the proposed method. The results of optimization demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by showing that the standard deviation of the final bug clusters’
cost can reach below 0.07. We received 67% positive responses to our approach from
developers who participated in a survey.
We can summarize the contributions of our research as follows:
 A near-optimal assignment of bugs to a group of developers can be conducted via the
concept of load balancing.
 A novel cost metric to comprehend a set of bug reports is defined by considering similarity and dependency of bug reports.
 A methodology including overall schema and process is provided in the case of managing or triaging bugs from the project manager’s perspective.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation of our research with the analyzed distribution data of bugs in open source projects.
Section 3 describes related work. Section 4 presents the assumptions of our research and
formally defines the balanced distribution of bug reports. Section 5 explains in detail our
approach to generate balanced clusters of bug reports. Section 6 shows the results of experiments to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of our method and discusses our
research including threats to validity. Finally, section 7 provides our conclusions.

2. MOTIVATION
Contemporary software projects including open source software (OSS) often employ issue tracking systems to efficiently deal with issues such as bugs and feature requests. Users can submit bug reports to the system when faced with abnormal behaviors
on a software. The submitted bug reports are assigned to developers by a triager (e.g.,
product manager). Triagers of OSS projects often assign bug reports based on developer
expertise [5].
However, bug report assignment can be easily imbalanced. Jeong et al. [3] stated
that a few developers can take too many bug reports after a small number of report tossing. This imbalanced distribution may delay overall software development since this can
impose an excessive burden on a few developers. In particular, this problem can be more
serious because more than 300 bug reports are filed every day in many recent OSS projects [1].
To determine whether an imbalanced distribution occurs in OSS projects, we investigated bug reports of Mozilla Firefox†. We collected 142,217 bug reports from Mozilla’s
issue tracking system from the beginning of the project to August 31, 2014. For each bug
†

https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/
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report, we examinned changes in
n status and asssignee fields.
Since some bug
b reports do
o not follow nnormal statuss transitions [2
2, 11] and cha
hange
assiggnee, we colleected status traansitions baseed on the follo
owing rules:
 Ruule 1: A user who changed
d the status innto ASSIGNE
ED is the assig
gnee when noo assiggnee informatiion is provideed.
 Ruule 2: A user who
w changed the status intoo RESOLVED
D when no asssignee informaation
is pprovided.
 Ruule 3: The lastt value of the assignee fieldd is regarded as
a the actual assignee.
a
Prevvious
asssignees and sttatus changes are not used.
 Ruule 4: If two different
d
users changed the status of a sin
ngle report intto ASSIGNED
D and
RE
ESOLVED, respectively, the user who chhanged it into RESOLVED is regarded as the
asssignee.
 Ruule 5: If no expplicit ASSIGN
NED status is pprovided whille the assigneee field is availlable,
thee creation time of the bug reeport is regardded as the assiigned time.
 Ruule 6: If theree is no expliciit RESOLVED
D status, a user who chang
ged the status into
VE
ERIFIED or CLOSED
C
is reg
garded as the assignee.
We examined how many bug reports aare assigned and owned by
y each develooper.
For each developeer, we counteed two numbeers: (1) the nu
umber of repo
orts that are neewly
assiggned and (2) the
t number off reports that are being pro
ocessed, respeectively. Sincee our
focuus is on figurinng out whetheer a few devellopers assumee an imbalanceed workload w
within a specific periood rather than the entire lifee cycle, we in
nvestigated bu
ug reports withhin a
four--week window
w, as shown in
n Fig. 1. We sslid this windo
ow by one weeek.

Fig. 1. Inspection of
o the number of
o bug reports for a certain developer
d
within a sliding winndow
(number of assigned
a
bug reports = 7, the nnumber of held bug reports = 9).
9

Fig. 2 showss the proportio
on of bug repports newly asssigned to dev
velopers. We split
the ddevelopers intto two groupss: (1) top 10%
% and (2) oth
her 90%, afterr sorting them
m accordding to the num
mber of reports assigned. A
As shown in Fig.
F 2 (a), on average
a
more than
60%
% of bug reporrts were assig
gned to the toop 10% of deevelopers. Since there mighht be
manyy highly inacttive developerrs in the 90%
%, we split the 10% again in
nto two subseets of
10 & 90% and exxamined the diistribution. Thhe results are shown in Fig
g. 2 (b). For acctive
deveelopers, more than
t
50% of reports were asssigned to the top 10% of developers on aaverage. This implies that
t the curren
nt practice disstributes reporrts in an imballanced mannerr.
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(a) Two groups off developers in all
a developers. (b) Two group
ps of developerss in top 10% devvelopers.
Fig. 22. Rate of assiggned bug reportts into two grouups after sorting them according to the numbber of
reports assiggned each week
k from August 2002 to Augu
ust 2014 (windo
ow size = 4 w
weeks,
sliding unit = 1 week).

Tablle 1. Bug resoolution time beetween the top
p 10% at leasst once and th
he rest of deveelopers (baseed on the results of Fig. 2 (b
b)).
Count of
Developers
D
T
Top 10%
134
Rest
170
Topp 10% / Rest
0.8

Co
ount of Resolveed
Bugs
95,119
14,612
6.5

Total Elap
psed
Time (daay)
19,135,767
2,050,43
31
9.3

Averag
ge Elapsed Tim
me
per a Bu
ug (day per a Buug)
201.2
140.3
1.4

Fig. 33. Rate of heldd bug report eacch week from A
Aug 2002 to Aug
A 2014 (wind
dow size = 4 w
weeks,
sliding unit = 1 week).

w investigateed the numberr of reports th
hat each develo
oper held withhin a
In addition, we
winddow. If the toop 10% of dev
velopers can resolve bugs faster than others,
o
they w
would
holdd numbers of reports
r
similarr to those of oother developeers. However,, it turned outt that
the ttop 10% of deevelopers held
d more than 400% of reports on average, as
a shown in Fiig. 3.
This is not significcantly differen
nt from the ressults shown in
n Fig. 2.
This imbalannced distributtion affected tthe bug resollution time. We
W examined bug
reports resolved by
b developers who had beeen involved in
n the top 10%
% at least oncee and
the rrest of developers (based on
o the results shown in Fig. 2 (b)). We then
t
measuredd the
time between the assignment and
a resolutionn for each bug
g report. Tablle 1 shows thee resultss. The top 10%
% of developerrs resolved 6 ttimes more reeports than oth
her developerss and
spennt 9 times longger time for th
hem. For eachh report, the to
op 10% of dev
velopers spennt 1.4
times longer timee than others. This indicatees that the top
p 10% develop
pers may havve an
exceessive burden to
t resolve bug
gs on time.
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More than 60% of bug reports are assigned to 10% of developers on average while they spend 1.4 times longer time to resolve the reports than other
developers.
Based on the above observations, in this paper we present a novel approach, CBAC
(Cost-aware BAlanced Clustering), to balance the distribution of bug reports. This approach takes the reading cost of each bug report into account and uses a genetic algorithm to achieve a balanced distribution of reports.

3. RELATED WORK
3.1 Triaging Bug Reports
There have been various studies related to bug assignment or triaging. These studies
initially focused on finding suitable developers by using triaging histories on who had
handled what bug reports in the past.
Cubranic and Murphy proposed a semi-automatic bug triaging method [4] inspired
by Fischer’s research to extract the software features from code history and a set of bug
reports [12]. They transformed textual summaries and descriptions into computable feature-vectors based on TF-IDF. The vectors being mapped to the bug assignees were then
classified by using the naïve Bayesian technique. The experimental results showed 30%
accuracy in triaging the bug reports of the Eclipse project.
Anvik et al. proposed a novel technique [5] using the support vector machine algorithm to improve the previous semi-automatic triaging [4]. They used a heuristic approach
to build a word-vector from bugs and labeled them with related developers. The precisions
of the algorithm applied to Eclipse and Firefox were 57% and 64%, respectively, which
were 4~20% higher than in previous cases.
On the other hand, Matter et al. focused on extracting developer expertise from
source codes to enhance the bug triaging process [13]. To represent developer expertise,
they created a term-author matrix by extracting bag of words from all source code histories. The temporal decay was also considered by diminishing the weight of expertise as
time passed since the code had been changed. When they have a new bug report, they
build a term-vector of the bug report and compare it with the term-author matrix. Their
approach showed 33.6% top-1 precision and 71% top-10 recall.
Bhattacharya extended Jeong’s tossing graph [3] to exclude inactive developers by
considering the period of their activeness [14]. Comparison experiments with various
machine learning algorithms were conducted to find the best solution to bug assignment,
naïve Bayes showed 86% accuracy.
Shokripour et al. proposed a two-phased location-based triaging method [1] to resolve this problem. They built a weighted noun-index using simple terms in order to predict the location of each bug and assign a proper developer. Their method showed 89%
and 59% precisions for JDT and Firefox, respectively, a 70% improvement over the previous approach [15].
However, most of them focused on the issue of finding a suitable developer for a
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specific bug, not considering the overall cost of tackling the bug reports or a balanced
distribution from the assigner’s perspective. As a result, it is difficult to provide a fully
automated solution to those problems.
3.2 Cost Estimation of Handling Bug Reports
There have been several studies on estimating the cost of handling bug reports.
Weiss et al. estimated the modification time of a newly given bug by using the average
time previously to have similar bugs fixed [9]. Their approach showed 30% precision for
the JBoss data. However, the method was only applicable for systems capable of recording the effort history.
Park et al. proposed a solution to this issue by considering the developer’s bug-fixing cost [8]. The purpose of their work was to minimize the fixing cost and maximize the
triaging precision at the same time. Their approach showed that a 10% decrease of the
precision could cut the total fixing cost in half for open source projects such as Apache,
Eclipse, Linux Kernel, and Mozilla. Their research showed the importance of a costbalanced distribution of bugs in triaging. However, the time gap between bug-assigned
time and bug-resolved time was considered as the fixing cost for a bug.
Xiao and Afzal also utilized the estimated effort to fix bugs to tackle bug reports
with GA-based scheduling in the software testing phase [16]. They also defined models
for the bug report and for the developer with fundamental information such as required
skill, competency, experience, and workload. However, this required manual evaluations
for all data in order to predict the fixing cost of each bug.
In most approaches, the time difference between the time of a bug being assigned
and it being fixed was considered as the cost of the bug. For these approaches, however,
It is necessary to acquire the fixing history of similar bugs, and it is difficult to estimate
the cost of bug reports with short-term history. From this point of view, our approach
uses the size, difficulty, and similarity of the documents to predict the cost of bugs.
3.3 Grouping Similar/Duplicate Bug Reports
Several studies have been conducted to detect bug reports describing the same problem, not only because duplicate bugs can compensate for insufficient information but
also because they can confuse developers and lead to inefficiency [17]. Runeson et al.
studied the detection of duplicate bug reports based on natural language processing for
the first time [18]. They extracted summaries and descriptions from open source projects,
and then generated a feature-vector based on TF-IDF. The cosine similarity algorithm
was used to compare the similarity between each pair of bugs and a time frame was given
to reduce the number of bugs to be compared. By investigating the top 5 high similarity
bugs, they found 30% duplicate bugs Sony Ericsson’s project.
Wang et al. extended Runeson’s method [18] and improved the accuracy of the duplicate bug detection algorithm by using execution information as well as natural language data [19]. In particular, the execution information was a better source for detecting
similar internal behaviors of defects than a text-based description, which was limited in
terms of representing their external behaviors. Wang’s approach showed better accuracy
than Runeson’s for the Eclipse and Firefox projects.
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Sun et al. used an SVM-based machine learning algorithm to train a model using
duplicate and non-duplicate pairs of bugs extracted from a repository [20]. Their experiment to recommend the top 5 duplicated bugs showed 50% recall for the Eclipse, Firefox,
and OpenOffice projects. However, no obvious improvement was found in the case of
excluding manually tagged information.
Nguyen et al. used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation as well as a text-based retrieval
technique to detect duplicate bugs expressed in different terms [21]. They defined a topic
model based on LDA, and combined it with BM25 to resolve the issue. The results of
recall applying DBTM to the Eclipse project were 57%, 76%, and 82% for the top-1,
top-5, and top-10 recommendations, respectively. These results were 20% higher than
previous methods [22]. Somasundaram and Murphy used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
with Kullback-Leibler divergence to correctly assign bug reports that had been categorized into the wrong components [23]. Zhang and Lee grouped bug reports that had been
included in the same component. They then compared the bug reports located in the same
group to detect duplicate bugs [24].
Several approaches applied machine learning techniques based on similarity metrics
to find duplicate bugs. In order to apply the machine learning techniques to duplicate
bugs, the number of clusters or training sets should be provided. To address these constraints, we adopted threshold values for the similarity metric to group them into undivided SRGs. We also considered fuzzy inference that is utilized for document clustering
[25], temperature prediction [26], and forecasting enrollments [27] to detect duplicate
bugs. However, we chose a simple similarity algorithm based on TF-IDF because of their
complexity.
3.4 Optimization Algorithms
There are many approaches to find optimal solutions such as Simulated Annealing
[28], Ant Colony Optimization [29], Genetic Algorithm [30, 31], and fuzzy-related algorithms [32-35]. Since finding a solution from optimization problem is too complex to
compute all the possible cases, these algorithms are used to obtain the near-optimal solution instead of the real-optimal solution.
Simulated Annealing [29] is a global search algorithm that mimics the physical annealing of solids. It starts from a random position and moves toward the optimal solution
progressively. Jumping to a far distance from a current optimal solution with a small
probability is used to prevent the algorithm from falling into local optimization.
Ant Colony Optimization [30] is a global search algorithm that mimics the way how
ants find food. The initial goal was to find the optimal path in a graph. The algorithm
moves randomly to the direction of a target node. When it reaches the target node, it
moves back to the start node with the pheromone. After the several iterations, the best
pheromone intensity path will be selected to determine the optimal solution. This approach is used as a global search algorithm in various fields such as routing [36] and
scheduling [37].
Genetic Algorithm [31] is one of the evolutionary algorithms that is inspired by the
process of natural selection. It creates a population that is an initial set of solutions and
evolves the population through operators such as crossover, mutation, and selection iteratively. This process provides an effective way to find globally optimal solutions by keep-
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ing wide-range of candidates in a set of solutions. To apply the Genetic Algorithm, it is
not only necessary to be able to convert a solution of the problem into a chromosome but
we also need to define a fitness function to evaluate the solution.

4. COST-AWARE BUG REPORT CLUSTERING
This section defines a balanced clustering problem of bug reports with respect to the
cost of the bugs. As described in section 2, the overall defect resolution can be delayed if
bug reports are assigned to developers in an imbalanced manner. It is thus necessary to
efficiently distribute bug reports to developers so that they can spend similar amounts of
time in resolving bugs.
In this paper, it is assumed that a balanced bug distribution is necessary from the
perspective of production managers. If a few developers take too many bugs, vulnerability to production delay is greatly increased. Thus, bug triagers should focus on balancing
the cost of bugs assigned to each developer. A balanced distribution can have a higher
priority than expertise matching. Otherwise, there will be increased vulnerability to delayed project releases.
Our goal is to distribute bug reports to each developer in a balanced way based on
the assumption described above. To formally define this problem, it is necessary to clarify several concepts in the bug assignment process. For a given n number of bug reports
and m number of developers, which should be the same as the number of clusters to be
generated, let B = {b1, b2, …, bn} be a set of the bug reports. Bug assignment can be determined by the n-dimensional vector:
a = a1, a2, …, an

(1)

where ai is an index of a cluster to which a bug report bi belongs (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ ai ≤ m).
Then, a cluster with an index j, which is actually a set of bug reports, can be defined as
ca,j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) for an assignment a.
Let Ca = {ca,1, ca,2, …, ca,m} be a set of clusters made by an assignment aA, where
A is a universal set of assignments. Each bug reports are assigned to clusters. Later, each
cluster will be assigned to a certain developer for a balanced report distribution.
For a certain assignment a, it is necessary to compute the total cost of assigned bug
reports for each cluster. Let CostB be a function defined to compute the cost of bug reports as follows:
CostB: B  R.

(2)

Based on CostB, the total cost of bug reports in cluster ca,j for a certain assignment a
can be defined as:
CostC (ca , j ) 

 Cost

bca , j

B

(b).

(3)

The cost of a set of bug reports is not just the sum of each bug report’s costs because
of their similarity and dependency. The details related to this issue are described in sec-
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tion 5.
Our goal is too minimize deeviation of esttimated effortt to fix bugs among
a
developpers.
As sshown in Eq. (4), it is neceessary to find an optimal and
a balanced distribution
d
aoopt in
the sset of assignm
ments A when dividing
d
n repports for m dev
velopers.
aopt  arg minn  mj1{CostC (ca , j )}

(4)

a A

Finding aopt is
i a combinato
orial optimizattion problem and its compu
utation compleexity
classs is NP-hard and intractablle. For exampple, the numb
ber of cases to
o assign 20 ddocumentts to 5 develoopers is simply
y calculated aas 520 which iss greater than 90 trillion. A meta-heeuristic approach such as genetic
g
algoritthm provides effective optimal solutions
ns for
suchh complex prooblems. Thereefore, local seearch techniqu
ues may not be
b suitable forr this
probblem. In sectioon 5, this papeer presents a nnovel approacch to balanced
d clustering off bug
reports for a givenn set of develo
opers.

5. APPR
ROACH
This section describes ourr approach, C
CBAC (Cost-aaware BAlancced Clusteringg), to
cost--aware bug repport clustering
g.

Fig. 4. Overview
O
of our approach, CBA
AC (Cost-awaree BAlanced Clu
ustering).

5.1 O
Overview
CBAC is an approach to achieve cost- aware bug report clustering, as describeed in
sectiion 4. This appproach leveraages a geneticc algorithm to
o find balanceed clusters off bug
reports for a giveen number of developers. T
This process prevents
p
a few
w developers in a
projeect from beingg overwhelmeed by a large nnumber of bug
g reports.
As shown inn Fig. 4, CBA
AC has three ssub-tasks. Firsst, it measures the similaritty of
bug reports and groups
g
similar reports togeth
ther. It then co
omputes the reading
r
cost oof individdual bug repoorts and reporrt groups. Aftter obtaining the reading cost,
c
the appro
roach
leverrages a genetiic algorithm to
t cluster bugg reports with respect to a balanced
b
distrribution of cost.
CBAC uses only the sum
mmary (i.e., tiitle) and desccription of a bug
b report. T
These
fieldds contain thee initial inform
mation for a ggiven bug thaat the reporterrs are faced w
with.
Since the goal of this paper is to obtain balaanced clusterss of bug reporrts with respeect to
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reading cost rather than achieving better report assignment, we focused on textual information.
The remainder of this section describes the tasks of CBAC in detail.
5.2 Bug Report Reading Cost
To compute the cost of a given bug report, CBAC uses the document reading cost.
This cost represents the effort to understand a specific document. Since bug reports are
documents written in natural languages, reading and understanding bug reports take a
significant amount of debugging effort. Thus, reading cost can be an effective indicator
for measuring the cost of a bug report.
Our approach uses three metrics to calculate the reading cost of a bug reports: (1)
word difficulty; (2) sentence complexity; and (3) document length. First, difficult or unfamiliar words can increase the cost of document reading since a document reader may
need to search in a dictionary or on the web for the concept of the words. Complex sentences can make a reader take more time to understand the document. In addition, the
size of a document (e.g., the number of words or sentences) may inherently increase the
effort needed to read and understand it.
To compute the word difficulty and sentence complexity, this approach uses the
Flesch-Kincaid equation [10]. This equation improves Flesch Reading Ease [38]. The
United States Department of Defense uses this equation to evaluate its documents [39].
As shown in Eq. (5), the Flesch-Kincaid equation measures the reading cost of a document b (i.e., a bug report in this approach) by using the following two terms: (1) the average number of syllables in words to compute word difficulty and (2) the average number of words in sentences to compute sentence complexity.
word _ count ( b )

FK (b)  0.39( sentence _ count (b ) )  11.8(

syllable _ count ( b )
word _ count ( b ) )  15.59

(5)

CBAC defines the reading cost for a document b as CostB(b) based on the FleschKincaid equation and document size (the number of words) as shown in Eq. (6). CostB(b)
is a product of the Flesch-Kincaid value and the number of words in a document b. We
set the coefficient of the first term to 10−1 since 10 is the minimum level of readability for
ordinary documents based on the US government requirements [40]. As FK(b) yields [0,
20], it is normalized into [1, 3]. Similarly, the approach normalizes the second term (i.e.,
document size) by 100 so that it will not dominate the first term.
Cost B (b)  (

FK (b )
10

 1)(

word _ count ( b )
)
100

(6)

5.3 Grouping Bug Reports
CBAC groups similar bug reports together before clustering the reports. Reading
similar documents can reduce reading cost; after reading a bug report, the reading cost of
another similar report can be lower than the cost of understanding the report independently. Thus, it is necessary to put similar bug reports into a group.
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5.3.1 Bug report similarity
To compute the similarity of a pair of bug reports, CBAC leverages the Vector
Space Model (VSM) [41]. This approach transforms text in a bug report (title and description) into a vector. The vector consists of TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document
frequency) [42] values of each word in the bug report; this is computed by Eq. (7). Let t
be a term used in report b. tf(t, b) is the scaled frequency of the raw term frequency f(t, b).
B is a set of bug reports and N(t, B) is the number of documents in which the term t appears. idf(t, B) is the inverse document frequency of the term t in B. tfidf(t, b, B) is the
TF-IDF value of the term t in the report bB.

tf (t , b)  1  log f (t , b)
idf (t , B)  1  log |NBt|

(7)

tfidf (t , b, B)  tf (t , b)  idf (t , B)
Cosine similarity is used to compute the similarity between reports. CBAC performs
a pair-wise comparison between all bug reports to determine similar report groups
(SRGs). Eq. (8) shows the similarity equation used in our approach:
V V

Sim(V1 ,V2 )  |V1||V2 |
1

(8)

2

where V* is a term vector (its elements are computed using Eq. (7)) of bug reports.
CBAC uses the similarity values to identify SRGs. The approach defines a threshold
value when identifying report groups. Once a subset of bug reports is classified into an
SRG, it is dealt with by single developers so that the reading cost will be reduced.
To determine an appropriate threshold value, we conducted a preliminary user study.
In this study, we asked five developers whether a specific threshold is effective to identify SRGs. For this study, we collected 1,047 bug reports of Mozilla Firefox submitted
from July 1, 2013 to July 30, 2013. We then computed the pair-wise similarity of the
reports. Among these reports, we selected 41 pairs of similar bug reports in which their
similarity values were higher than 0.5.
We provided the pairs to the five developers and asked them to evaluate the effectiveness of each pair with respect to reducing reading cost. The effectiveness was evaluated by the five-level Likert scale as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Likert scores to determine appropriate threshold.
Likert Score
5
4
3
2
1

Description
Very Helpful
Helpful
Normal
Rarely Helpful
Never Helpful

Fig. 5 shows the results of the similarity evaluation. The X-axis represents threshold
values (for each 0.01 unit) and the Y-axis is the ratio of each answer shown in Table 2.
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o be dealt withh toWe supposed thatt report pairs with scores oof 4 and 5 weere positive to
he threshold vvalue
getheer by a single developer. Baased on the reesults, we seleected 0.86 as th
for rreport groupinng since this value
v
indicatees that at leasst 90% of rep
port pairs receeived
moree than a score of 4 accordin
ng to the resultts shown in Fiig. 5.

Fig. 5. Resullts of similarity as evaluated by
y developers.

5.3.22 Similar report groups an
nd their read
ding costs
proach put sim
milar
Once CBAC computes pair-wise similaarity of bug reeports, the app
reports into a grouup. First, the approach buiilds a graph in
n which bug reports are noodes.
Edgees can be deffined between a pair of bugg reports (b1 and b2) if Sim
m(Vb1, Vb2) > 00.86.
After connecting the nodes by edges, the appproach identiifies cliques (i.e.,
(
SRGs) inn the
graph; these SRGss are the unit of
o clustering.
Since readingg similar bug reports togethher may take less time, it is
i necessary too redefinne the readingg cost metric of
o bug reports in a group raather than com
mputing the sum
um of
the ccost of all bugg reports. CBA
AC uses a maxximum spann
ning tree algorrithm [43] to ccompute the reading cost
c of a reporrt group. The algorithm identifies the min
nimum numbeer of
edgees with maxim
mum values (h
here, similarityy), that conneects all nodes in
i the group w
without aany cycle.
After identifyying the spann
ning tree of aan SRG g, thee approach usees Eq. (9) to ccompute the reading cost of the SRG
G. Let g be a sset of reports {b1, b2, …, bk}:
CostG ( g ) 

 Cost

bi g

B

(bi ) 



( bi , b j g )  ( i  j )

Sim
m(bi , b j )  min
n{Cost B (b), Co
ost B (b j )}

(9)

wherre min{x, y} returns the min
nimum value bbetween x and
d y (x, yR).
Finally, becaause these SRG
Gs are the uniit of clustering
g, ca,j can be re-defined
r
as a set
of SR
RGs: {g1, g2, …, gr}. This makes it easieer to calculatee the reading cost
c of clusterr ca,j.
Therrefore, the tottal cost of bug
g reports in ccluster ca,j for a certain assignment a caan be
re-deefined as:
CostC (ca , j ) 

 Cost

g ca , j

G

( g ).

(10)

Fig. 6 showss three groups of bug reportts, among wh
hich groups (a) and (b) havee the
samee average sim
milarity, 0.75. Every
E
pair off bug reports in
i group (a) has 0.75 similaarity.
Grouup (b) includees three duplicate bug repoorts having 1..0 similarity in each pair w
while
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the oothers have 0.5 similarity fo
or each. Howeever, group (b
b) should havee a reading coost w
simillar to that off group (c), which
w
has a 0.25 lower average
a
similaarity compareed to
grouups (a) and (bb). This is beccause the totall reading costt of the three duplicate bugg reportss should be cllose to the cosst of one bug report. The reeading cost caalculated from
m Eq.
(9) pproduces exacttly the same result as well.

(a)
(b)
(c)
F
Fig. 6. Two typees of situation having
h
the samee average similarity but differeent reading costt.

5.4 R
Report Clusteering
Based on thee reading cost (section 5.2) and report grroups (section
n 5.3), CBAC uses
Algoorithm 1 to seaarch for nearly
y optimized cclusters of bug
g reports. Thiss is a genetic aalgorithm
m that takes a set of bug report groups and gives m clusters that contain a speecific
subset of report groups,
g
where m is the poteential develop
pers. The userr of this algorrithm
can pprovide the population sizee, maximum ggenerations, crossover
c
rate, and initial/ddynamutation rate as parameterss.
mic m
To execute Algorithm
A
1, we need fivee parameters: the size of th
he populationn, the
maxiimum numbeer of generatio
ons, crossoveer/mutation raates, and the dynamic
d
mutaation
rate. In addition, the
t algorithm takes a set off bug reports and
a the numbeer of developeers as
inpuuts. Using theese parameterrs and input values, the algorithm
a
retu
urns a best-soo-far
chromosome in thhe population, which is the cclustering info
ormation of th
he reports.
Algorithm 1 starts with po
opulation_sizee of arbitrary chromosomess generated byy the
initiaal_populationn function. Th
hese chromosoomes are conssidered as basse population P to
prodduce children and to find th
he best solutiion. The algorrithm then iniitializes childdren_
size by multiplyinng rc and pop
pulation_size. The populattion, P, is rep
produced untill the
num
mber of generaations reachess generation_m
max. In each generation, the algorithm producees children_sizze individualss by using thee following th
hree operators (see section 55.4.3
for m
more details): (1) the selecction operatorr takes two in
ndividuals fro
om P to be paarent
chromosomes, p1 and p2 (2) thee crossover opperator combin
nes two paren
nt chromosome
mes to
reprooduce offsprinng and (3) thee mutation opperator changes digits of th
he offspring cchromosoome with the probability rm. rm is adjustted by rdm forr each generattion. All offsppring
replaace the one off their parents with the loweer fitness value [44].
By comparinng the fitness values, the allgorithm then
n puts the offsp
pring into Pch
children
and a weak one of the parents to eliminate innto Pdeprecated. After generatting offspringg, the
algorrithm conductts a replace op
peration that ddeletes Pdeprecaated from P and
d adds Pchildrenn into
P.
The remaindder of this secttion explains the representaation, fitness function, and mutation operators neecessary for Algorithm
A
1.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for cost-aware balanced clustering of bug reports
Input: R: a set of bug reports
Input: D: the number of developers (i.e., the number of clusters)
Output: solution: best-so-far chromosome (i.e., clusters)
Param: population_size: the size of population
Param: generation_max: the maximum number of generations
Param: rc: crossover rate
Param: rm: mutation rate
1 P  initial_population (population_size, R, D);
2 children_size  population_size  rc; //The number of solutions will be created in a
generation.
3 for generation  1 to generation_max do
//Solutions which is created in this generation
4 Pchildren  {};
5 Pdeprecated  {};
//Solutions which will be removed in this generation
6 for cnt  1 to children_size do
7
p1, p2  selection(P) offspring  crossover(p1, p2)
8
if random() < rm then
9
//mutation will be applied as rm probability.
10
offspring  mutation(offspring)
11
end
12
Pchildren  Pchildren  offspring
13
deprecated  min_fitness(p1, p2);
14
Pdeprecated  Pdeprecated  deprecated;
15 end
16 Preplace(P, Pchildren, Pdeprecated);
17 rmrm  rdm;
18 end
19 solution  best_individual(P);
20 return solution
5.4.1 Representation

Fig. 7 shows the chromosome and the clusters used in our approach. The chromosome can represent one possible assignment of SRGs to clusters, which is actually an
assignment of bug reports to clusters, as described in Eq. (1) of section 4.1. The position
and digit of a gene indicate the indexes of an SRG and the cluster to which the SRG is
assigned, respectively. Thus, the bug reports in an SRG are always assigned to an identical cluster.
For example, the chromosome in Fig. 7 (a) indicates that the five SRGs are assigned
to clusters 2, 1, 2, 4 and 3. Fig. 7 (b) is a graphical representation of clusters based on the
chromosome shown in Fig. 7 (a). Note that reports in a single SRG are assigned to a single cluster.
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(a))
(b)
Fig. 7. Representation
n of a chromosoome and its clussters (cluster sizze = 4).

5.4.22 Fitness
The fitness function
fu
in ourr approach evvaluates wheth
her a set of clusters represeented
in a chromosome is balanced with
w respect too the cost of bug
b reports in
n the clusters. The
apprroach uses thee following eq
quation to com
mpute the fitn
ness value forr a certain asssignmentt a:

f (a)  

m

{CostC (Ca , j )}
j 1

(11)

wherre a is a chrom
mosome with length m whille CostC(Ca,j) is the function
n described inn Eq.
(10).. This fitness function calcculates the staandard deviatiion of the enttire group reaading
cost for the report groups in a.. The goal off Algorithm 1 is to find a near-optimal
n
cchromosoome (i.e., m clusters) that minimizes
m
the value of Eq. (11).
(
5.4.33 Operators
In this approoach, we use selection,
s
crosssover, and mutation
m
operators for the reeproductiion of chromoosomes. Roulette selection [45] is used for the selection operator. This
seleccts an individuual based on its fitness vallue; an individ
dual with a hiigher fitness vvalue
has a higher probaability of being selected.
Uniform crosssover [46] iss used for thee crossover op
perator in whiich each genee has
the ssame probabillity of contribu
uting to the reeproduction of
o offspring. The
T mixing rattio is
fixedd at 0.5 so thaat one offsprin
ng has approxiimately half of the genes fro
om the first paarent
and vvice versa.
To avoid em
mpty clusters, this
t approach repairs a chro
omosome if itt can result inn any
emptty cluster. Sinnce the goal of
o this approacch is to find m clusters witth a balanced cost
distrribution, a chrromosome witth any empty cluster is obv
viously abnorm
mal. Thus, CB
BAC
repaiirs the chromoosome by usin
ng parent chroomosomes, ass shown in Fig
g. 8. The repai
airing
task searches for the
t leftmost gene of the firsst parent, whicch is assigned to the clusterr that
is em
mpty in the offfspring. We th
hen copy it innto the same location
l
in thee offspring’s cchromosoome from thee first parent. This task reppeats the repaairing until th
here are no em
mpty
clustters in the offsspring. In the worst case, it might make one
o offspring identical to onne of
the pparents. Howeever, we regarrd this to be b etter than chro
omosomes wiith empty clussters.
If thhis worst case occurs too frrequently, the number of cllusters m will be too large with
respeect to the num
mber of reportss n.
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Fig. 8. Process of repairingg an incorrect ch
hromosome.

For the mutaation operator,, the approachh utilizes the dynamic
d
mutaation rate [31]]. To
prevvent radical mutation,
m
the initial
i
mutatioon rate in thiss approach is set to 0.043.. For
everyy generation, it is multiplieed by 0.998 too dynamically
y change the mutation
m
rate.. For
exam
mple, the rate is adjusted to 0.006 after 1,,000 generatio
ons.

6. EVALU
UATION
This section describes the evaluation ressults of CBAC
C. The evaluaation consists oof (1)
expeeriments; and (2) a user stu
udy. The expperiments werre conducted to
t figure out how
CBA
AC performs when
w
different parameters aare given. Thee results of the experimentss can
guidde users of ourr approach. Th
he user study examined thee effectiveness of the approoach.
The study designeed and carried
d out a surveyy in which wee asked 60 dev
velopers abouut the
usefu
fulness of our approach.
a
In particular, our evaluatio
on addressed th
the following research
r
questions:
Q1: What are appropriate
a
vaalues for param
meters?
 RQ
 RQ
Q2: Is CBAC useful
u
for a baalanced distribbution of bug reports with respect
r
to costt?
RQ1 and RQ
Q2 are answereed in sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
Experiments
6.1 E
This section describes the results of ourr experimentss with variouss parameter vaalues
to evvaluate our approach.
a
In these
t
experim
ments, we used 1,047 bug reports subm
mitted
from
m July 1, 20133 to July 30, 2013. They w
were collected
d from Mozillla’s issue traccking
systeem and the listt of the reportss is available aat: https://sitess.google.com/ssite/geneticcbbac/.
Basically, wee used the folllowing parameeter values as a baseline:
 # oof clusters (i.ee., developers): 25
 thrreshold value for report grou
uping: 0.86
 maaximum generration: 1,000
 sizze of populatioon: 1,000
 sellection operatoor: Roulette Wheel
W
(selectioon pressure=4
4)
 croossover operattor: uniform crossover (crosssover rate=0.9)
 muutation operatoor: uniform mutation
m
(initiaal rate=0.043)
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First, we useed different po
opulation sizess. As shown in
i Fig. 9, we varied
v
the sizee (P)
from
m 100 to 1,5000. In addition, we evaluatedd six differentt numbers ran
nging from 5 tto 30
for tthe number off clusters (m)). When m = 5, P > 200 is sufficient to
o find approppriate
clustters while P > 700, P > 1,00
00, and P > 1 ,300 are sufficcient for m = 15, m = 25, annd m
= 300, respectivelyy. This impliess that it is neccessary to pro
oportionally in
ncrease the sizze of
the ppopulation (P)) when applyin
ng our approaach to a larger number of clu
usters (m).
When the size of clusterss is 25, an apppropriate size of
o population is 1,000.

Fig. 9.
9 Fitness valuees after 1,000 geenerations for each
e
population
n size.

We then variied the crosso
over and mutaation rates wh
hen reproduciing offspring. The
crosssover rate determines the portion of indivviduals in thee population th
hat will be useed as
parennt chromosom
mes of the crossover operato
tor (see section
n 5.4.3). If this rate is too hhigh,
the ooperator takes a proportionaally longer tim
me.
As shown inn Fig. 10 (a), the
t fitness vallue was saturated when thee crossover raate is
0.40. We varied the
t rate from 0.05 to 0.95 and measured
d the fitness value
v
of the eelitist
(out of 1,000 indiividuals) afterr 1,000 generrations. From 0.05 to 0.40,, the fitness vvalue
was improved rappidly but it did
d not significaantly change after
a
0.45. Thiis implies that
at our
apprroach can prodduce appropriaate clusters wh
when the crosso
over rate is ap
pproximately 00.40.
Notee that this cann be the minimum crossovver rate. Certaainly, a higheer rate can leaad to
betteer solutions buut could take more
m time.

(aa) Crossover rate
(b) Mutation rate
Fig. 10.
1 Fitness values after 1,000 ggenerations for each population
n size.
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Fig. 111. Results of different
d
setting
gs used todynam
mi- Fig. 12. Fittness value of each
e
generationn for apcally adjustt the mutation raate.
prropriate parameters.

We measuredd the fitness value
v
while vaarying the muttation rate from 0.003 to 0. 1, as
show
wn in Fig. 10 (b). Contrary to the crossoover rate, the fitness
f
value was
w not satura
rated.
How
wever, the fitnness value showed the besst performancce when the mutation
m
rate was
0.043. Using a higher rate does not result inn better performance. Thuss, users of ourr approaach can use [0..03, 0.05] as th
he mutation raate to obtain an
a appropriatee set of clusterrs.
When the crossover and
d mutation raates are 0.95 and 0.043, reespectively,
our approacch shows its best
b performannce.
In addition to
t the fixed mutation
m
rate, we compared the perform
mance of dynaamic
mutaation rates as well,
w
with results shown inn Fig. 11. We tried
t
five diffeerent settings:: two
decreement rates, two
t
incremen
nt rates, and a fixed rate. For
F the dynam
mic decrementt and
increement rates, we
w used two diifferent dynam
mic rates. For example, the mutation ratee will
be 0.116 if the dyynamic rate is 1.001 and thee initial rate iss 0.043 after 1,000
1
generatitions.
Since the final ratte is approxim
mately three tiimes higher th
han the initiall rate, we dennoted
this setting by D
3. Similarly, the final ratee will be 0.317 if the dynamic rate is 1..002;
this is denoted byy D7. We ap
pplied similar dynamic ratees to the increement settingss and
denooted them by I3 and I7, respectively.. The fixed mutation
m
rate (i.e.,
(
0.043) iss denotedd by Fixed.
Fig. 11 show
ws the results of
o applying diifferent values to the dynam
mic mutation rate.
For tthe incrementt settings (i.e.., I and I),, their fitness values were quickly saturaated.
On tthe other handd, the decrement settings (ii.e., D3 and D7) resulted in worse fittness
valuees in early geenerations. Ho
owever, they outperformed
d other setting
gs in later gennerationss. In particularr, D showed the best fitnesss value after 1,000 generattions. This imp
mplies
that gradually reduucing the muttation rate cann improve the performance
p
of
o our approacch.
Dynamicallly decreasing mutation ratess can achieve better clusters.
After investigating approp
priate parametters as described above, we
w applied ourr approaach to the subj
bjects explaineed in section 6.1: size of clusters
c
= 25, population siize =
1,000, maximum generation = 1,000, crossovver rate = 0.95, initial mutaation rate = 0..043,
and ddynamic mutaation rate = D7
D (= 0.998). Fig. 12 show
ws the fitness value
v
of each generation (we repeatted our approaach 10 times aand selected the
t best one). The final valuue of
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fitneess was 0.069336 and the exp
periment tookk 15 minutes (w
wall-time).
In addition, we
w visualized
d the results oof bug report grouping and
d clusters afterr applyinng our approaach. Fig. 13 shows
s
a partiaal view of thee results afterr grouping sim
milar
bug reports. The value
v
of the grouping
g
thresshold was 0.8
86. White nod
des represent iindependdent reports thhat have no sim
milar reports w
while red nod
des are reportss that have at least
one ssimilar report.
Fig. 14 repreesents the resu
ults of clusterring using ourr approach. Each
E
rectanglee is a
clustter of bug repports. The averrage of the tootal reading co
ost of each clu
uster was apprroximateely 70. This inndicates that our
o approach can uniformly and efficien
ntly distributee bug
reports to a speciffic number of developers.

Fig. 13. Results of grouping for bu
ug reports of
Mozilla.

Fig. 14. Resu
ults of clustering
g for the bug repports
of Mozilla.
M

6.2 U
User Study
This section presents the results
r
of our user study. This
T study recrruited 60 deveelopers ffrom 15 differrent companies. Among theem, 30 develop
pers responded. We asked tthem
abouut their currennt practice of distributing bbug reports an
nd the qualitattive evaluationn resultss of our approaach. The questions and distr
tribution of thee answers are listed in Tablle 3.
The analysiss results are in
nterpreted as follows: Acccording to thee responses too the
first question (Q1)), there are sp
pecific roles too distribute bu
ug reports to developers.
d
Onnly a
smalll number of participants (13%)
(
answerred that deveelopers perform
m this task. H
How
identtifying similarr (or relevant)) reports (Q2),, some develo
opers (20%) reesponded that they
leverrage systematic methods wh
hile most deveelopers rely on
o manual iden
ntification.
For report diistribution (Q3
3), more thann half of the participants (53
3%) did not aagree
% of
that ttheir organizaations uniform
mly distributedd bug reports to
t developers. Although 33%
them
m stated that the
t current prractice of disttributing reports is likely to be uniform
m, the
majoority still answ
wered that it iss not sufficienntly fair. 40%
% of participan
nts stated that bugfixinng effort is thee first criterio
on of report ddistribution (Q
Q4). Reading cost
c is the seccond
mostt frequent respponse.
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Table 3. Five questions and answers for user study.
Q1: Who does distribute bug reports?
Distributor (70%)
Developer (13%)
Other(17%)
Q2: How to identify similar bug reports?
Manual identification by distributors (63%)
Manual identification by developers (13%)
Systematic identification (20%)
Other (3%)
Q3: Are bug reports uniformly distributed in the current practice?
Strongly agree (10%)
Agree (23%)
Neither agree nor disagree (53%)
Disagree (10%)
Strongly disagree (3%)
Q4: What are the criteria of uniform report distribution?
Similar number of reports (3%)
Similar reading cost (27%)
Similar bug fixing time (40%)
Other (30%)
Q5: Is CBAC useful for bug report distribution?
Strongly agree (10%)
Agree (57%)
Neither agree nor disagree (20%)
Disagree (13%)
Strongly disagree (0%)

We then asked them about our approach. First, 67% of the participants stated that
the results of CBAC were helpful for obtaining a balanced report distribution. Negative
responses accounted for only 13%. In addition, the participants provided several suggestions: addressing bug-fixing cost [9] and considering developer expertise and authorship
[16, 47].
Developers stated that our approach can contribute to balanced report distribution.
6.3 Threats to Validity

 Construct validity: The reading cost of bug reports may not be strongly correlated
with bug-fixing time in practice. However, contemporary estimation techniques [7, 8,
11] for bug-fixing effort highly depend on imprecise bug-fixing data because developers often do not accurately record their effort and time in resolving bugs. Document
reading cost can provide at least a guide for determining estimated effort to understand
bugs, and this is one of the major tasks in bug resolution.
 Internal validity: Our equation for reading cost estimation (Eq. 6) might not precisely
represent the actual complexity of a document. Since bug reports have different characteristics compared to other types of documents such as technical manuals and legal
statements, general-purpose methods for computing reading cost might not work.
 External validity: Our approach might show different performance depending on subjects or closed-source projects. Since our evaluation was performed only on Mozilla’s
Firefox project, applying CBAC to other projects may yield different results.

7. CONCLUSION
We presented an approach and tools aimed at distributing bug reports to developers
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in a cost-effective manner, by considering their costs to provide workload balancing.
First, we extracted bug reports from open source projects. Similar report groups that can
be efficiently tackled by the same developer were then generated based on their similarity and dependency. Next, GA-based experiments to find a near-optimal set of clusters
were conducted to provide a balanced distribution of bug reports. The standard deviation
of the cluster costs was used as a fitness function in the optimization process.
The analyzed data from open source projects revealed that a large number of bug
reports are concentrated on a small group of specific developers. However, overall
bug-fixing time can be delayed if bug reports are distributed to developers in an imbalanced manner.
We also evaluated our approach by carrying out a survey targeting 30 developers from
15 companies. The results showed that 67% of the participants found our method helpful
for triaging bugs to developers. The proposed approach, because it does not utilize the
fixing history, can also provide balanced opportunity to both existing and new developers.
When a developer is organizing a development team, our approach can be effectively applied to assign a massive number of bugs to be fixed in a given limited time.
From that point of view, our approach is also related to the optimized scheduling problem.
In summary of our contribution, we suggested a novel cost metric to comprehend a
set of bugs by considering similarity and dependency of the bug reports. The bugs can be
assigned to each developer in a balanced manner based on the metric. Thus, our approach
can be effectively used in the development process, from the manager’s perspective.
Moreover, we used Kinciad’s document readability [10] to calculate the reading cost of
bug reports. This can be replaced with any other measure in the future because our
method can be applied independently of the metric. And using our approach, the structure of the development team can also be generated from a set of bug reports, by recursively applying our method with a modified threshold or by using relations between the
bugs to find larger clusters.
Recently, in the field of Granular Computing [48, 49], many researchers have been
proposing new granular algorithms such as clustering [50, 51], classification [52, 53],
rule-based algorithm [54, 55], and other various approaches [56-58]. In the future, we
will improve the way to find optimal solutions by applying those algorithms.
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